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the court clerk ii passbook r prepares you for your test by allowing you to take practice exams in the subjects you need to study it provides
hundreds of questions and answers in the areas that will likely be covered on your upcoming exam including but not limited to legal
procedures and terminology public relations and interpersonal skills reading comprehension supervision and more the justice court clerk
passbook r prepares you for your test by allowing you to take practice exams in the subjects you need to study it provides hundreds of
questions and answers in the areas that will likely be covered on your upcoming exam including but not limited to record keeping and
organization of data clerical operations including proofreading understand and interpret written material including legal policies and
procedures and other related areas the senior justice court clerk passbook r prepares you for your test by allowing you to take practice
exams in the subjects you need to study it provides hundreds of questions and answers in the areas that will likely be covered on your
upcoming exam including but not limited to office record keeping clerical operations with letters and numbers understand and interpret
written material name and number checking supervision and other related areas test preparation study guide questions answers cover the
traffic court clerk passbook prepares you for your test by allowing you to take practice exams in the subjects you need to study it provides
hundreds of questions and answers in the areas that will likely be covered on your upcoming exam including but not limited to understanding
and interpreting written material court rules and procedures record keeping basic arithmetic clerical operations traffic court terminology and
more the traffic court clerk passbook r prepares you for your test by allowing you to take practice exams in the subjects you need to study it
provides hundreds of questions and answers in the areas that will likely be covered on your upcoming exam including but not limited to
understanding and interpreting written material court rules and procedures record keeping basic arithmetic clerical operations traffic court
terminology and more the court clerk ii passbook r prepares you for your test by allowing you to take practice exams in the subjects you
need to study it provides hundreds of questions and answers in the areas that will likely be covered on your upcoming exam including but not
limited to legal procedures and terminology public relations and interpersonal skills reading comprehension supervision and more the court
clerk passbook r prepares you for your test by allowing you to take practice exams in the subjects you need to study it provides hundreds of
questions and answers in the areas that will likely be covered on your upcoming exam including but not limited to civil practice laws and
rules criminal procedure law penal law family court act uniform rules for state trial courts and more study with this book and prepare for
success the court office assistant exam is a version of three other exams the court assistant the senior court office assistant and the
supervising court office assistant exams the four exams share some types of questions however each exam has some questions that are
unique to that exam the court assistant exam for example usually does not have alphabetizing and coding questions but does have written
expression and legal terminology questions to be better prepared for the types of questions that may be asked on your exam we have
included the different types of questions that have been asked on all four recent exams read your current exam announcement carefully and
study only those types of questions which are listed in your exam announcement 1 this book was prepared by angelo tropea former borough
chief clerk of the civil court in kings county and author of dozens of civil service exam preparation books he has 30 years of experience in
preparing candidates for exams and 30 years of court experience 2 the book covers in detail the types of questions asked and excludes
material that is not relevant such as general test taking discussions about civil service and long discussions about benefits which do not help
you attain a higher score 3 the book contains valuable explanations and hints for each type of question all based on experience and live
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classes conducted in prior years 4 carefully crafted exercises with explanatory answers are provided for practice and to increase proficiency
and confidence 5 a comprehensive practice exam is provided with the answers explained 6 the format of the book is that of a workbook with
formatted pages provided for the student to answer filing and court record keeping questions 7 and on a personal note the author has five
children who have successfully taken the court assistant court office assistant and senior court office assistant exams four started in the
court system as court office assistants and one as a court assistant study with this valuable book and prepare for success the court clerk i
passbook r prepares you for your test by allowing you to take practice exams in the subjects you need to study it provides hundreds of
questions and answers in the areas that will likely be covered on your upcoming exam including but not limited to legal procedures and
terminology public relations and interpersonal skills reading comprehension spelling and more the associate court clerk passbook r prepares
you for your test by allowing you to take practice exams in the subjects you need to study it provides hundreds of questions and answers in
the areas that will likely be covered on your upcoming exam including but not limited to civil practice laws and rules criminal procedure law
penal law family court act interpretation of written material of a legal nature supervision and more the principal court clerk passbook r
prepares you for your test by allowing you to take practice exams in the subjects you need to study it provides hundreds of questions and
answers in the areas that will likely be covered on your upcoming exam including but not limited to civil practice laws and rules criminal
procedure law penal law family court act other laws and statutes interpretation of written material of a legal nature and more the assistant
court clerk passbook r prepares you for your test by allowing you to take practice exams in the subjects you need to study it provides
hundreds of questions and answers in the areas that will likely be covered on your upcoming exam the surrogate s court clerk passbook r
prepares you for your test by allowing you to take practice exams in the subjects you need to study it provides hundreds of questions and
answers in the areas that will likely be covered on your upcoming exam including but not limited to legal terminology documents and forms
related to surrogate s court practice and procedure understand and interpret written material surrogate s court procedure act and estates
powers and trust law and other related areas the senior justice court clerk passbook r prepares you for your test by allowing you to take
practice exams in the subjects you need to study it provides hundreds of questions and answers in the areas that will likely be covered on
your upcoming exam including but not limited to office record keeping clerical operations with letters and numbers understand and interpret
written material name and number checking supervision and other related areas this is the first in depth empirical and historical study of the
use of law clerks by american judges although possessing a hundred year heritage the institution has been ignored as an important
component of the process of judicial decision making law clerks are in the authors words subordinate anonymous but often quite powerful
lawyers who function as the non commissioned officers in the army of the judiciary american courts are currently altering the traditional use
of law clerks through the introduction of important innovations that enhance the ability of judges to dispose of cases rapidly but detract from
personal judicial control over individual decisions the authors investigate the clash of tradition and innovation through interviews with sixty
three judges of federal courts and appellate courts in california they find distinctly different models of law clerk usage in the state and federal
systems which they analyze on the basis of the judges own perceptions of the qualitative and quantitive impact on their decision of variations
in the character tenure and duties of staff assistants they offer suggestions on how modern courts can cope with the crisis of volume without
unduly sacrificing traditional standards of judicial autonomy because of the confidential nature of judicial deliberations judges are rarely
willing to discuss publicly their use of law clerks this study employs unconventional techniques for penetrating the secrecy of judicial
chambers while respecting the confidentiality and the individuality of its sources it presents important new information on the internal
operating procedures of the courts studies collating interview data with facts abstracted from pre existing but often obscure sources and
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providing a particularly close look at the inner workings of the supreme court of california and the united states court of appeals for the ninth
circuit revealing the significance of public funding of judicial staff in determining patterns of law clerk usage it should promote further
investigation and debate regarding the proper structure and role of staff assistance in the judicial process this title is part of uc press s voices
revived program which commemorates university of california press s mission to seek out and cultivate the brightest minds and give them
voice reach and impact drawing on a backlist dating to 1893 voices revived makes high quality peer reviewed scholarship accessible once
again using print on demand technology this title was originally published in 1980 the principal clerk surrogate passbook r prepares you for
your test by allowing you to take practice exams in the subjects you need to study it provides hundreds of questions and answers in the
areas that will likely be covered on your upcoming exam including but not limited to the surrogate s court procedure act with particular
emphasis on articles 20 and 24 and articles 26 and 10 c of the new york state tax law legal terminology documents forms and procedures
with relation to the handling of decedents estates and estate taxation in the surrogate s court supervision understanding and interpreting
written material clerical operations with letters and numbers and more the senior clerk surrogate passbook r prepares you for your test by
allowing you to take practice exams in the subjects you need to study it provides hundreds of questions and answers in the areas that will
likely be covered on your upcoming exam including but not limited to preparing written material knowledge of related law court procedures
and legal terminology ability to understand interpret and apply written material and other related areas the court law stenographer passbook
r prepares you for your test by allowing you to take practice exams in the subjects you need to study it provides hundreds of questions and
answers in the areas that will likely be covered on your upcoming exam including but not limited to reading comprehension spelling grammar
and punctuation preparing written material proofreading keyboarding and more click here to read an interview with gunnar grendstad and
jørn Øyrehagen sunde about the book in juristen a norwegian journal norway s supreme court is one of the most powerful supreme courts in
europe this position is in large parts due to the role and expansion of the law clerks on the court beginning in 1957 with a single clerk the
number of law clerks has increased dramatically today the clerks outnumber the justices and their tasks have expanded considerably in 1957
the task was to prepare civil appeals today clerks assist in most stages of the court s decisional process including the writing of the final
decision the expansion and institutionalisation of the clerk unit have enabled the justices to commence on policymaking and on developing
the law the law clerks have been key in the development of a more proactive and powerful norwegian supreme court this book is the first
comprehensive study of law clerks in a european supreme court it will be valuable to lawyers historians and political scientists who care
about the expanding role of courts and the impact of courts on politics society and the legal system punjab haryana high court clerk previous
papers book the head clerk surrogate passbook r prepares you for your test by allowing you to take practice exams in the subjects you need
to study it provides hundreds of questions and answers in the areas that will likely be covered on your upcoming exam including but not
limited to supervision the surrogate s court procedure act with emphisis on article 20 24 28 the estate tax law with emphasis on article 26
and 10 c administration knowledge of legal terms documents forms and procedures with relation to the handling of decedent s estates and
estate taxation in the surrogate s court clerical aptitude understand and interpret written material and other related areas 3 of the 2529
sweeping interview questions in this book revealed behavior question tell me about a time when you postponed making a deputy court clerk
decision why did you communication question how do you go about explaining a complex technical deputy court clerk problem to a person
who does not understand technical jargon what approach do you take in communicating with people ambition question is there anything else
i need to learn to move forward land your next deputy court clerk role with ease and use the 2529 real interview questions in this time tested
book to demystify the entire job search process if you only want to use one long trusted guidance this is it assess and test yourself then
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tackle and ace the interview and deputy court clerk role with 2529 real interview questions covering 70 interview topics including
unflappability business systems thinking relate well removing obstacles problem resolution more questions about you caution motivation and
values strengths and weaknesses and innovation plus 60 more topics pick up this book today to rock the interview and get your dream
deputy court clerk job praise for in chambers this new collection of essays including some by former clerks takes readers inside justices
chambers for a look at clerkship life t he best parts of the book are the behind the scenes descriptions of life at the court associated press an
excellent book it s interesting for many different reasons not the least of which as a reminder of how much of a bastion of elitism the court
has always been atlantic monthly in his earlier books in chambers and of courtiers and kings todd c peppers provided an insider s view of the
supreme court from the perspective of the clerks who worked closely with some of its most important justices with of courtiers and princes he
concludes the trilogy by examining the understudied yet equally fascinating role of lower court clerks encompassing pioneering women and
minorities drawing on contributions from former law clerks and judicial scholars including an essay by ruth bader ginsburg the book provides
an inside look at the professional and personal bonds that form between lower court judges and their clerks while the individual essays often
focus on a single judge and his or her corps of law clerks including their selection process contributions and even influence the book as a
whole provides a macro level view of the law clerk s role in the rapidly changing world of lower federal and state courts thereby offering an
unusual yet crucial perspective on the inner workings of our judicial system this second edition of introduction to tribal legal studies is the
only available comprehensive introduction to tribal law in clear and straightforward language justin b richland and sarah deer discuss the
history and structure of tribal justice systems the scope of criminal and civil jurisdictions and the various means by which the integrity of
tribal courts is maintained this book is an indispensable resource for students tribal leaders and tribal communities interested in the
complicated relationship between tribal federal and state law the second edition provides significant updates on all changes in laws affecting
the tribes numerous new case studies including studies on alaskan tribes and family law and a new concluding chapter examines the problem
of plea bargaining and charge reduction in drunk driving cases with case studies from fort smith ark madison and dane counties wisc ventura
county calif baton rouge la and chattanooga tenn
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Court Clerk II 2020-02 the court clerk ii passbook r prepares you for your test by allowing you to take practice exams in the subjects you need
to study it provides hundreds of questions and answers in the areas that will likely be covered on your upcoming exam including but not
limited to legal procedures and terminology public relations and interpersonal skills reading comprehension supervision and more
Justice Court Clerk 2018-11 the justice court clerk passbook r prepares you for your test by allowing you to take practice exams in the
subjects you need to study it provides hundreds of questions and answers in the areas that will likely be covered on your upcoming exam
including but not limited to record keeping and organization of data clerical operations including proofreading understand and interpret
written material including legal policies and procedures and other related areas
Court Clerk 2019 the senior justice court clerk passbook r prepares you for your test by allowing you to take practice exams in the subjects
you need to study it provides hundreds of questions and answers in the areas that will likely be covered on your upcoming exam including
but not limited to office record keeping clerical operations with letters and numbers understand and interpret written material name and
number checking supervision and other related areas
Senior Justice Court Clerk 2020-10-20 test preparation study guide questions answers cover
JUSTICE COURT CLERK 2019 the traffic court clerk passbook prepares you for your test by allowing you to take practice exams in the
subjects you need to study it provides hundreds of questions and answers in the areas that will likely be covered on your upcoming exam
including but not limited to understanding and interpreting written material court rules and procedures record keeping basic arithmetic
clerical operations traffic court terminology and more
Senior Court Clerk 2020 the traffic court clerk passbook r prepares you for your test by allowing you to take practice exams in the subjects
you need to study it provides hundreds of questions and answers in the areas that will likely be covered on your upcoming exam including
but not limited to understanding and interpreting written material court rules and procedures record keeping basic arithmetic clerical
operations traffic court terminology and more
Traffic Court Clerk 2019 the court clerk ii passbook r prepares you for your test by allowing you to take practice exams in the subjects you
need to study it provides hundreds of questions and answers in the areas that will likely be covered on your upcoming exam including but not
limited to legal procedures and terminology public relations and interpersonal skills reading comprehension supervision and more
Traffic Court Clerk 2019-02 the court clerk passbook r prepares you for your test by allowing you to take practice exams in the subjects you
need to study it provides hundreds of questions and answers in the areas that will likely be covered on your upcoming exam including but not
limited to civil practice laws and rules criminal procedure law penal law family court act uniform rules for state trial courts and more
Court Clerk II 2013 study with this book and prepare for success the court office assistant exam is a version of three other exams the court
assistant the senior court office assistant and the supervising court office assistant exams the four exams share some types of questions
however each exam has some questions that are unique to that exam the court assistant exam for example usually does not have
alphabetizing and coding questions but does have written expression and legal terminology questions to be better prepared for the types of
questions that may be asked on your exam we have included the different types of questions that have been asked on all four recent exams
read your current exam announcement carefully and study only those types of questions which are listed in your exam announcement 1 this
book was prepared by angelo tropea former borough chief clerk of the civil court in kings county and author of dozens of civil service exam
preparation books he has 30 years of experience in preparing candidates for exams and 30 years of court experience 2 the book covers in
detail the types of questions asked and excludes material that is not relevant such as general test taking discussions about civil service and
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long discussions about benefits which do not help you attain a higher score 3 the book contains valuable explanations and hints for each type
of question all based on experience and live classes conducted in prior years 4 carefully crafted exercises with explanatory answers are
provided for practice and to increase proficiency and confidence 5 a comprehensive practice exam is provided with the answers explained 6
the format of the book is that of a workbook with formatted pages provided for the student to answer filing and court record keeping
questions 7 and on a personal note the author has five children who have successfully taken the court assistant court office assistant and
senior court office assistant exams four started in the court system as court office assistants and one as a court assistant study with this
valuable book and prepare for success
Factual Study Clerk's Office, U.S. District Court, New Jersey 1960 the court clerk i passbook r prepares you for your test by allowing
you to take practice exams in the subjects you need to study it provides hundreds of questions and answers in the areas that will likely be
covered on your upcoming exam including but not limited to legal procedures and terminology public relations and interpersonal skills
reading comprehension spelling and more
Court Clerk 2018-11 the associate court clerk passbook r prepares you for your test by allowing you to take practice exams in the subjects
you need to study it provides hundreds of questions and answers in the areas that will likely be covered on your upcoming exam including
but not limited to civil practice laws and rules criminal procedure law penal law family court act interpretation of written material of a legal
nature supervision and more
Court Office Assistant 2014-03-09 the principal court clerk passbook r prepares you for your test by allowing you to take practice exams in
the subjects you need to study it provides hundreds of questions and answers in the areas that will likely be covered on your upcoming exam
including but not limited to civil practice laws and rules criminal procedure law penal law family court act other laws and statutes
interpretation of written material of a legal nature and more
Court Clerk I 2020-02 the assistant court clerk passbook r prepares you for your test by allowing you to take practice exams in the subjects
you need to study it provides hundreds of questions and answers in the areas that will likely be covered on your upcoming exam
Associate Court Clerk 2018 the surrogate s court clerk passbook r prepares you for your test by allowing you to take practice exams in the
subjects you need to study it provides hundreds of questions and answers in the areas that will likely be covered on your upcoming exam
including but not limited to legal terminology documents and forms related to surrogate s court practice and procedure understand and
interpret written material surrogate s court procedure act and estates powers and trust law and other related areas
Principal Court Clerk 2014 the senior justice court clerk passbook r prepares you for your test by allowing you to take practice exams in the
subjects you need to study it provides hundreds of questions and answers in the areas that will likely be covered on your upcoming exam
including but not limited to office record keeping clerical operations with letters and numbers understand and interpret written material name
and number checking supervision and other related areas
Assistant Court Clerk 2014 this is the first in depth empirical and historical study of the use of law clerks by american judges although
possessing a hundred year heritage the institution has been ignored as an important component of the process of judicial decision making
law clerks are in the authors words subordinate anonymous but often quite powerful lawyers who function as the non commissioned officers
in the army of the judiciary american courts are currently altering the traditional use of law clerks through the introduction of important
innovations that enhance the ability of judges to dispose of cases rapidly but detract from personal judicial control over individual decisions
the authors investigate the clash of tradition and innovation through interviews with sixty three judges of federal courts and appellate courts
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in california they find distinctly different models of law clerk usage in the state and federal systems which they analyze on the basis of the
judges own perceptions of the qualitative and quantitive impact on their decision of variations in the character tenure and duties of staff
assistants they offer suggestions on how modern courts can cope with the crisis of volume without unduly sacrificing traditional standards of
judicial autonomy because of the confidential nature of judicial deliberations judges are rarely willing to discuss publicly their use of law
clerks this study employs unconventional techniques for penetrating the secrecy of judicial chambers while respecting the confidentiality and
the individuality of its sources it presents important new information on the internal operating procedures of the courts studies collating
interview data with facts abstracted from pre existing but often obscure sources and providing a particularly close look at the inner workings
of the supreme court of california and the united states court of appeals for the ninth circuit revealing the significance of public funding of
judicial staff in determining patterns of law clerk usage it should promote further investigation and debate regarding the proper structure and
role of staff assistance in the judicial process this title is part of uc press s voices revived program which commemorates university of
california press s mission to seek out and cultivate the brightest minds and give them voice reach and impact drawing on a backlist dating to
1893 voices revived makes high quality peer reviewed scholarship accessible once again using print on demand technology this title was
originally published in 1980
Surrogate's Court Clerk 2020 the principal clerk surrogate passbook r prepares you for your test by allowing you to take practice exams in
the subjects you need to study it provides hundreds of questions and answers in the areas that will likely be covered on your upcoming exam
including but not limited to the surrogate s court procedure act with particular emphasis on articles 20 and 24 and articles 26 and 10 c of the
new york state tax law legal terminology documents forms and procedures with relation to the handling of decedents estates and estate
taxation in the surrogate s court supervision understanding and interpreting written material clerical operations with letters and numbers and
more
Senior Justice Court Clerk 2011 the senior clerk surrogate passbook r prepares you for your test by allowing you to take practice exams in the
subjects you need to study it provides hundreds of questions and answers in the areas that will likely be covered on your upcoming exam
including but not limited to preparing written material knowledge of related law court procedures and legal terminology ability to understand
interpret and apply written material and other related areas
Law Clerks and the Judicial Process 2024-07-26 the court law stenographer passbook r prepares you for your test by allowing you to take
practice exams in the subjects you need to study it provides hundreds of questions and answers in the areas that will likely be covered on
your upcoming exam including but not limited to reading comprehension spelling grammar and punctuation preparing written material
proofreading keyboarding and more
The Articled Clerk's Hand-book 1873 click here to read an interview with gunnar grendstad and jørn Øyrehagen sunde about the book in
juristen a norwegian journal norway s supreme court is one of the most powerful supreme courts in europe this position is in large parts due
to the role and expansion of the law clerks on the court beginning in 1957 with a single clerk the number of law clerks has increased
dramatically today the clerks outnumber the justices and their tasks have expanded considerably in 1957 the task was to prepare civil
appeals today clerks assist in most stages of the court s decisional process including the writing of the final decision the expansion and
institutionalisation of the clerk unit have enabled the justices to commence on policymaking and on developing the law the law clerks have
been key in the development of a more proactive and powerful norwegian supreme court this book is the first comprehensive study of law
clerks in a european supreme court it will be valuable to lawyers historians and political scientists who care about the expanding role of
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courts and the impact of courts on politics society and the legal system
Principal Clerk Surrogate 2018 punjab haryana high court clerk previous papers book
Court Management Study 1970 the head clerk surrogate passbook r prepares you for your test by allowing you to take practice exams in
the subjects you need to study it provides hundreds of questions and answers in the areas that will likely be covered on your upcoming exam
including but not limited to supervision the surrogate s court procedure act with emphisis on article 20 24 28 the estate tax law with
emphasis on article 26 and 10 c administration knowledge of legal terms documents forms and procedures with relation to the handling of
decedent s estates and estate taxation in the surrogate s court clerical aptitude understand and interpret written material and other related
areas
This is Your Passbook for Court Clerk 2004 3 of the 2529 sweeping interview questions in this book revealed behavior question tell me
about a time when you postponed making a deputy court clerk decision why did you communication question how do you go about
explaining a complex technical deputy court clerk problem to a person who does not understand technical jargon what approach do you take
in communicating with people ambition question is there anything else i need to learn to move forward land your next deputy court clerk role
with ease and use the 2529 real interview questions in this time tested book to demystify the entire job search process if you only want to
use one long trusted guidance this is it assess and test yourself then tackle and ace the interview and deputy court clerk role with 2529 real
interview questions covering 70 interview topics including unflappability business systems thinking relate well removing obstacles problem
resolution more questions about you caution motivation and values strengths and weaknesses and innovation plus 60 more topics pick up
this book today to rock the interview and get your dream deputy court clerk job
Senior Clerk (Surrogate) 2016 praise for in chambers this new collection of essays including some by former clerks takes readers inside
justices chambers for a look at clerkship life t he best parts of the book are the behind the scenes descriptions of life at the court associated
press an excellent book it s interesting for many different reasons not the least of which as a reminder of how much of a bastion of elitism the
court has always been atlantic monthly in his earlier books in chambers and of courtiers and kings todd c peppers provided an insider s view
of the supreme court from the perspective of the clerks who worked closely with some of its most important justices with of courtiers and
princes he concludes the trilogy by examining the understudied yet equally fascinating role of lower court clerks encompassing pioneering
women and minorities drawing on contributions from former law clerks and judicial scholars including an essay by ruth bader ginsburg the
book provides an inside look at the professional and personal bonds that form between lower court judges and their clerks while the
individual essays often focus on a single judge and his or her corps of law clerks including their selection process contributions and even
influence the book as a whole provides a macro level view of the law clerk s role in the rapidly changing world of lower federal and state
courts thereby offering an unusual yet crucial perspective on the inner workings of our judicial system
COURT LAW STENOGRAPHER 2019 this second edition of introduction to tribal legal studies is the only available comprehensive introduction
to tribal law in clear and straightforward language justin b richland and sarah deer discuss the history and structure of tribal justice systems
the scope of criminal and civil jurisdictions and the various means by which the integrity of tribal courts is maintained this book is an
indispensable resource for students tribal leaders and tribal communities interested in the complicated relationship between tribal federal
and state law the second edition provides significant updates on all changes in laws affecting the tribes numerous new case studies including
studies on alaskan tribes and family law and a new concluding chapter
Court Law Stenographer 2018-11 examines the problem of plea bargaining and charge reduction in drunk driving cases with case studies
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from fort smith ark madison and dane counties wisc ventura county calif baton rouge la and chattanooga tenn
Proactive and Powerful 2019-11-27
Punjab & Haryana High Court Clerk Previous Papers Book 2019-02
Head Clerk (Surrogate) 2018-05-16
Deputy Court Clerk Red-Hot Career Guide; 2529 Real Interview Questions 2020-11-27
Of Courtiers and Princes 1868
The Articled Clerk's Hand-book; containing a course of study in all the branches of the Law, also the Law relating to Articles
of Clerkship, etc 2010-01-16
Introduction to Tribal Legal Studies 1976
Final Report to the American Indian Policy Review Commission: study provision: Report on BIA management practices to the
American Indian policy review commission 1983
Report of the District of Columbia Court System Study Committee of the District of Columbia Bar 1891
A Guide to the Various Classes of Documents Preserved in the Public Record Office 1986
Hearings, Reports and Prints of the Senate Committee on the Judiciary 1985
DWI Charge Reduction Study: System descriptions 1972
Comparative study of state case review systems phase II
Departments of State, Justice, and Commerce, the Judiciary, and Related Agencies Appropriations for 1973
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